Chapter 16- Map Directions

Step #1: Routes

- Read Chapter 16.1
- Page 448- Using pencil, draw the explorers routes **AND THEN** outline using black project pen
  - Magellan
  - Drake
  - Da Gama
  - Columbus
- Key- for Explorers & Routes
  (Use a different color for each of the explorers **AND** label the “box”: KEY or LEGEND **AND** outline all using black project pen)

Step #2: Exchange/Trade

- Read Chapter 16.2
- Color Exchange Arrows **(AND outline using black project pen)**
- Label using pencil first, then outline using black project pen
  - Continents (7 of them...yes, you need to draw in Antarctica **AND** label it!)
  - Oceans (Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Arctic Ocean)
  - England, Portugal, and Spain
- Color oceans blue
- Title Across the Bottom of the page (choose one of the following and make it STAND OUT! Use pencil first, **THEN** outline using black project pen)
  - Great Voyages of Discovery and The Columbian Exchange
  - Great Voyages and The Columbian Exchange
  - Explorers and The Great Columbian Exchange

Step #3: Color, Title, Label- everything else

- Read Chapter 16.3
- Page 455 & 456 (and read through sections 2 and 3 for more trade items)- Using pencil, draw and Label- Exchange & Trade Items—place and label where goods are actually from...not just large box containing all items! (outline using black project pen and color using colored pencils)
- Color continents green (colored pencils)